
 

 

 

  

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM 

Recruitment Role Profile 

 
Job Title:   Research Fellow in fluid mechanics  

 

School/Department:  Mechanical 

 

Job Family and Level: R&T4    

 

Contract Status:  Fixed-term contract for 10 months  

 

Hours of Work: 36.25 hrs per week 

 

Location:    University Park 

 

Reporting to:     Dr. Xuerui Mao 

 

Purpose of the New Role: 
To coordinate and carry out research into stability of vortices with a curved axis, large-scale 

numerical simulation of the vortex breakup and mechanism analyses. 

 

 

 Main Responsibilities  

 

% time 

per year 

1. Analytical work and programming, including deriving the adjoint based 

algorithm to integrate observation data into numerical simulations  

40% 

2. Run numerical simulations on high-performance computing facilities for 

atmosphere boundary layer flow 

30% 

3. Communicate with the PI, participate and contribute to regular meetings of the 

research group 

10% 

4. Write research reports and papers in order to disseminate research results and 

develop a track record of published research findings in international peer-

reviewed journals. Further dissemination of results should also occur through 

invited oral and poster presentations at international meetings, conferences 

and seminars. Submit at least one paper manuscript to a recognized journal. 

10% 

5. Support developments of relevant PhD projects. Contribute to supporting 

research students with occasional advice. Contribute to the supervision of 

research projects undertaken by undergraduate and master level students if 

required. 

10% 

6.  % 

 

Knowledge, Skills, Qualifications & Experience 

 

 Essential Desirable 

Qualifications/ 

Education 

 

 

 

A PhD in the area of fluid mechanics, 

with preference for field related to 

adjoint based optimization 

 

Skills/Training 

 

Development of in-house 

programmes for computational fluid 

Numerical simulations or 

analytical analyses of atmosphere 



 

 

 

dynamics.  

 

Numerical simulations of fundamental 

fluid physics. 

boundary layer flow. 

 

High-order finite element 

methods. 

 

Machine learning methods and 

the application in fluid flow. 

 

 

Experience 

 

 

 

Experience of  

 scientific report writing with a 

track record of publication in 

leading academic journals and 

conferences  

 running large-scale simulation in 

state-of-the-art HPC facilities.  

 

 

Deep understanding of the 

research area explored during 

their own thesis, and broad 

knowledge of related research 

areas, through literature 

awareness and attendance at 

conferences. 

 

Post-doctoral experience relevant 

to fundamental fluid mechanics. 

IT Skills  Highly skilled in programming  

 Good general IT skills, including a 

good working knowledge of word, 

PowerPoint, etc 

 Data processing in Matlab 

 Linux operating system 

Experience of using C/C++ 

 

Personal 

Attributes 

 

 

 

 

 Self-motivated 

 Ability to work in a team 

 Excellent communication skills, 

able to communicate on all levels 

across many areas. 

 Ability to work independently. 

 

 

 

 


